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ABSTRACT
Ecological managers often implement one or more management options to manage risk without
the direct integration of a quantitative risk assessment and evaluation of management
alternatives. Throughout the decision making process a manager should consider multiple
stressors as well as stressor interactions and the resulting effects. In my study, I used Bayesian
networks in a relative risk assessment model framework (BN-RRM) to integrate two management
options into existing risk assessment models for biotic endpoints and water quality endpoints in
the mercury contaminated site, South River, VA. The two management options assessed were
agricultural best management practices (BMPs) and bank stabilization. The primary management
goal expressed by managers is “no regrets.” In other words, managers do not want to make the
site worse in any way, such as reducing mercury levels at the detriment of habitat, loss of other
species, degradation of water quality, or other environmental parameters. The Bayesian networks
represent the expected effects of a management option and the potential for unintended
consequences. Agricultural BMPs did not change the skew of the risk distributions, but aligns with
the “no regrets” management focus because risk did not increase. Bank stabilization
management shifted the risk distribution for smallmouth bass so that there was greater likelihood
of zero risk. The risk distribution for the water quality-fishing endpoint changed because likelihood
of medium and high risk increased. If bank stabilization is implemented without consideration of
Belted Kingfisher nests, there was 100% likelihood of high risk to the Kingfisher. My research
provides South River managers with a tool that describes how management options are expected
to change risk to biotic and water quality endpoints. Adaptive management for the South River is
a long-term process. The BN-RRM models can be updated with new monitoring data to inform
future management decisions.
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INTRODUCTION
Decision making for a contaminated site requires managers to connect a risk assessment with
the selection of a management strategy, although there is rarely quantitative integration of these
two components. At contaminated sites there is a focus on the stressor of regulatory interest, but
multiple stressors exist. In addition the selection of one or more management options requires
managers to make trade-offs between ecological risk, cost, effectiveness, and public opinion
(Kiker et al. 2008). The South River, VA is an example of this situation because it is a mercury
contaminated site with multiple stressors and will be managed in a spatial context. Although
mercury is the main regulatory stressor of interest, the primary management goal for the South
River is “no regrets” (Mike Liberati, personal communication 2 July 2013; Don Kain, personal
communication 22 July 2013; Nancy Grosso 19 August 2013). This means managers do not want
to remediate mercury at the cost of increased risk from other stressors. A quantitative, spatially
explicit process is needed to calculate the effects of a management option on risk and to evaluate
potential unintended consequences.

Mercury in the South River exists in both inorganic and organic forms. Methylmercury (MeHg) is
considered to be the most toxic form of mercury to mammals, fish, and birds and has proven to
be environmentally persistent after the primary mercury source is eliminated (Scheuhammer et al.
2007, Flanders et al. 2010). This form is more readily absorbed because it can penetrate the
blood-brain barrier and nuclear membranes (Wolfe et al. 1998, Boening 2000). The primary route
of exposure is dietary for mammals, birds and fish (Scheuhammer et al. 2007). It also
bioaccumulates in food webs (Jackson et al. 2011). Methylmercury can cause a wide range of
effects to organisms including reduced hatching success and diminished egg health in avian
species, as well as altering growth, survival and embryo viability in fish (Scheuhammer et al.
2007).

In addition to mercury other stressors were identified to the biotic and water quality endpoints
(Summers 2012, Ayre et al. Report 2013-1). These included polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
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(PAHs), river temperature, total suspended solids, organochlorine pesticides, avian nest
predation, available habitat, submerged aquatic vegetation, dissolved oxygen, bacteria indicators,
total phosphorus and discharge regime (Summers 2012, Ayre et al. Report 2013-1).

Bayesian network-relative risk assessment model (BN-RRM)
Ecological risk assessment has been done since the 1980s (Suter 2008) but the process lacked a
quantitative methodology for describing risk from multiple stressors in a spatial context. The
development of the relative risk model (RRM) (Landis and Wiegers 1997, 2005, 2007) fulfilled this
need. The basis of the RRM is a conceptual diagram that identifies sources of stressors,
stressors, effects of stressors on receptors, and the resulting impact on endpoints while
considering spatial scale. Due to the spatially explicit nature of the relative risk model, existing
risk gradients are exposed within the management area. Relative risk models have been
completed for a variety of stressor combinations including contaminants, disease, environmental
parameters, and non-indigenous species (Hayes and Landis 2004, Colnar and Landis 2007, Ayre
and Landis 2012, Hines and Landis 2013, Ayre et al. 2014).

Recently, the RRM has been adapted to using Bayesian networks (BNs) for ecological risk
assessment (Ayre and Landis 2012, Hines and Landis 2013, Ayre et al. 2014). A BN is a directed
acyclic graph that links sources of stressors, habitats and endpoints through a web of nodes
using conditional probability to estimate the likely outcome (McCann et al. 2006). The causal
structure of the RRM can be directly translated into the tiered node structure of a BN (Ayre and
Landis 2012, Hines and Landis 2013). Multiple types of data inform a prior, including field data,
lab data, published literature, and expert knowledge. The output of a BN is a distribution that
describes future risk (McCann et al. 2006).

BN-RRM in Adaptive Management
Ecological risk assessment is meant to be an iterative management process. The BN-RRM is
unique because the models are easily updated with new knowledge, such as monitoring data
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(Nyberg et al. 2006, Howes at al 2010). Sites like the South River are often under long-term
adaptive management plans. Adaptive management is an iterative process of “learning by doing,”
where managers learn about current management practices through monitoring data and use the
new knowledge to improve the next set of management decisions (Holling 1978, Nyberg et al.
2006). It is proposed that adaptive management would be easily integrated into Bayesian
networks for ecological risk assessment, although only a few examples exist (Howes et al. 2010,
Shenton et al. 2011, Hines and Landis 2013). By incorporating one or more management options
into BNs, managers can evaluate change in risk and unintended consequences. Management
strategies are often implemented spatially, so it makes sense that the evaluation of management
options takes into account regional risk differences.

In addition to integrating management into the BNs, risk can be calculated for scenarios by
selecting a risk state in one or more nodes that then changes the risk distribution outcome (Ayre
et al. 2014). The BNs can also be used to calculate the initial conditions necessary for a desired
risk outcome. This is essentially a “back-calculation” where a risk state in the endpoint node is
selected and the conditions required to meet the risk level are calculated (Ayre and Landis 2012).

The two management options evaluated in this study were agricultural best management
practices (ag-BMPs) and bank stabilization. Both were identified as management options by the
South River Science Team (SRST), which is a multi-stakeholder group addressing mercury
contamination in the South River (Mike Liberati, personal communication 2 July 2013; Don Kain,
personal communication 22 July 2013; Stahl et al. 2014).

In my study Bayesian networks were used in a relative risk model framework (BN-RRM) to
quantitatively evaluate management alternatives for the South River. This work builds on existing
South River conceptual models and BNs created by Summers (2012) and Ayre et al. (Report
2013-1) for biotic and water quality endpoints. The four biotic endpoints were smallmouth bass
(Micropterus dolomieu), white sucker (Catostomus commersonii), Belted Kingfisher (Megaceryle
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alcyon) and Carolina Wren (Thryothorus ludovicianus). The four water quality endpoints were
water quality standards (WQ-Standards), fishing river use (WQ-Fishing), swimming river use
(WQ-Swimming), and boating river use (WQ-Boating). First the two management options were
integrated into the conceptual model for each endpoint. Then these conceptual models were
translated into BNs. The BNs were parameterized using a combination of South River monitoring
data, exposure-response data, published studies, and expert elicitation. The output of each BN
was a distribution that described the likelihood of zero, low, medium, and high risk with ag-BMPs
management, or bank stabilization management to the endpoint.

My research is unique because change in risk distribution likelihood was calculated with
management options. The BNs from this study can be used in adaptive management for the
South River. The existing baseline risk BNs and integration methodology of management
presented here can also be used to evaluate additional management alternatives.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Site
The South River and its 607.6 km 2 watershed are located in the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia.
Land use is dominated by forest (58%) and agriculture (31%), while the remaining land is mostly
developed (8%). The largest population resides in Waynesboro, Virginia (Eggleston 2009). For
this study, the watershed was divided into six regions as defined by Summers (2012). These
divisions are primarily based on hydrological sub-basins and land use type. Region 1 is above the
original deposition site, and the Regions are numbered 2-6 as the river flows downstream. Region
6 is downstream of the confluence of the South River and the North River that forms the
Shenandoah River. There were insufficient data to parameterize a model for Region 1.

Historic mercury deposition occurred in the South River in Waynesboro from a former DuPont
facility (1929-1950). Mercury deposition has also occurred from other sources including
agricultural fungicides, hydraulic seals in industrial equipment and mercury precipitation. Mercury
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deposition from these sources did not occur at the same magnitude as that of the DuPont facility
(Summers 2012, Stahl et al. 2014).

The SRST was formed in 2001 to address the legacy mercury contamination. The group included
members from DuPont, government, consulting firms, mercury experts, and academia (Stahl et
al. 2014). The original task of the SRST was to evaluate mercury exposures to humans through
the assessment of previous research conducted on the South River as well as further research.
The scope has now broadened to include risk assessments for aquatic and terrestrial endpoints
(Stahl et al. 2014).

Conceptual Model
A conceptual model depicting regional-scale causal pathways between sources, stressors,
habitats and endpoints for the South River was developed for the risk assessment based off the
RRM (Summers 2012, Ayre et al. Report 2013-1). Then management options were integrated
into the conceptual models (Figure 1). Both management options were incorporated at the
stressor link between source and habitat because ag-BMPs and bank stabilization mitigate this
connection so that the stressor was eliminated or reduced before entering the habitat. There was
one conceptual model for each of the four biotic endpoints, and a combined model for the four
water quality endpoints. Further information on the development of the conceptual models can be
found in Summers (2012) and Ayre et al. (Report 2013-1).
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Figure 1. The structure of the relative risk model (Landis and Wiegers 1997, 2005,
2007) shows the causal pathway between source, stressor, habitat, effects, and
impacts. Management was integrated into the relative risk model that served as the
basis for the development of a conceptual model with management for each endpoint.
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BN-RRM Process
The Bayesian networks (BNs) were derived directly from the conceptual models so that each
source stressor, habitat, effect, and endpoint was represented by nodes and links (Figure 2). The
links represent causal relationships between a set of nodes. The BNs maintain the tiered nature
and linear flow of the conceptual models. Nodes had two or more possible states. States labeled
zero, low, medium, or high represent values of a parameter that pose zero, low, medium, or high
risk to the endpoint. The parameter values for each state were determined through literature
review, exposure-response data, and expert elicitation (Summers 2012, Ayre et al. Report 20131).

Parent nodes represented stressors and receive no input from other nodes. Parent nodes are
referred to as input nodes. These nodes were defined by the conceptual model and
parameterized from site data, exposure-response data, published studies, and expert elicitation.
An input node with complete uncertainty was assigned a uniform probability distribution (Marcot
et al. 2006, Summers 2012, Ayre et al. Report 2013-1). Child nodes receive input from two or
more nodes in the previous tier. A child node has a conditional probability table (CPT) that
contains all the possible state combinations of the parent nodes and specifies the probability of
the child node states for those combinations.

Each state within a node is assigned a value between 0 and 6. A rank of 0 represents the state
that is least impactful to endpoints’ risk, and a score of 6 represents the state that is most
impactful. This ranking system is derived from the ranking scheme used in the RRM (Landis and
Wiegers 1997, 2005, 2007). A node with four states had values of 0, 2, 4, and 6 respectively.
Nodes with two states were given values of 0 and 6 (Summers 2012, Hines and Landis 2013). A
node with three states was assigned values of 0, 3, and 6 respectively (Ayre et al. Report 2013-1,
Hines and Landis 2013).
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Figure 2. The conceptual model for smallmouth bass risk with ag-BMPs management
was translated into a Bayesian network. The BN maintains the conceptual model
structure that describes causal relationships between stressors, habitats, and
endpoints.
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BN model parameterization
Before integrating ag-BMPs and bank stabilization management into the BNs, baseline endpoint
risk was updated by parameterizing the input nodes with the most current SRW monitoring data.
The majority of the data came from the South River Science Team (SRST) (SRST/URS, personal
communication, 3 January 2014). Additional water quality data were obtained from USGS (USGS
a, b, c, d). In the BNs each input node state had a minimum prior of 0.1% so that all states were
included in any “back-calculations.” For a description of data, years used, and sources refer to
Supplementary Table ST-1. A description of the BN nodes and states can be found in Summers
(2012) and Ayre et al. (Report 2013-1).

Mercury fish toxicity evaluation
In addition to updating the priors, the mercury concentrations associated with effect levels for
smallmouth bass and white sucker were evaluated through exposure-response curve fitting. After
reviewing multiple mercury toxicity studies and datasets, a three-parameter log-logistic model
with confidence intervals was fit to untransformed data compiled by Dillon et al. (2010). The Dillon
et al. (2010) data describe mercury concentrations and the resulting lethality and lethality
equivalent effects for multiple fish species. These effects are termed “injury” by Dillon et al.
(2010).

The zero effect state was defined as <5% injury; low was 5-24% injury; medium was 24-50%
injury; and high was >50% injury (Summers 2012). The confidence intervals for the regression
allowed for calculation of a concentration range that was likely to produce the same effect (Figure
3). In my risk assessment, the model predicted mercury fillet concentration values were used for
smallmouth bass, white sucker, and WQ-Fishing mercury nodes. These values were calculated
from the exposure-response curve, while the original mercury concentrations used in Summers
(2012) were estimated using best professional judgment.
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Figure 3. A three parameter log-logistic model with confidence intervals fit to
untransformed adult and juvenile injury data from Dillon et al. (2010). The solid black
line is the regression fit and the dotted lines are the 95% confidence intervals. The
horizontal lines represent the percent injury ranges associated with each effect level for
smallmouth bass and white sucker. Zero effect was <5% injury, low effect was 5-24%,
medium effect was 24-50%, and high effect was >50%.
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Integrating management options into the BNs
After parameterizing the parent nodes of the baseline risk BNs, ag-BMPs management and bank
stabilization management were incorporated. These two management options were included in
the BNs separately because they target different stressors.

Best management practices are defined as the most cost-effective, efficient and practical
methods to address a problem or guide an action (Logan 1993). Agricultural best management
practices reduce environmental impacts from agriculture while considering agricultural
productivity, feasibility, ability to implement the practice, and effectiveness of the practice. A wide
range of ag-BMP options exist and multiple practices are often implemented together. My study
assessed the combination of “cultural” ag-BMPs, which include practices such as reduced tillage,
roll hipping, and cover crop residues in winter, described in Cullum et al. (2006) and the practices
in Sheffield et al. (1997).

Bank stabilization is a common management practice at sites with eroding contaminated
sediment. In the South River, a bank stabilization pilot study was completed in 2009-2012 where
mercury concentrations were monitored in different media pre and post bank stabilization . Two
types of bank stabilization, enhanced vegetative and structural, were applied in various
combinations along the pilot banks. Enhanced vegetative stabilization stabilizes an eroding bank
using the existing soils and slope. This process may include canopy management, enhancing
native vegetation, at-risk tree management, placement of reactive amendments and toe
protection (Anchor QEA and URS 2013). Structural bank stabilization also works to stabilize a
bank using the bank soils and slope but may include more invasive construction techniques such
as bank reshaping, reactive amendments, slope stabilization through vegetative stabilization, and
hard slope stabilization like riprap and toe protection. Each bank section in the pilot study was
evaluated before one or both techniques were used. This assessment of bank stabilization
management specifically evaluates the pilot study methodology.
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Ag-BMPs management option
Agricultural BMPs were integrated into BNs for Belted Kingfisher, smallmouth bass, WQStandards, WQ-Swimming, and WQ-Boating because pathways exist from the stressors targeted
by ag-BMPs to the endpoint. Agricultural BMPs reduce total suspended solids, total phosphorus,
and E. coli (Sheffield et al. 1997, Line et al. 2000, Cullum et al. 2006, Meals et al. 2010).

The three ag-BMP management nodes that were added to the BNs describe the allocation of the
stressor that comes from agricultural land use, the percent reduction of a stressor by ag-BMPs,
and the amount of the stressor remaining after ag-BMPs (Figure 4). This combination of nodes
bounds the reduction of the stressor from ag-BMPs by the amount of the stressor attributable to
agricultural practices.

Parameterization
The Benthic Impairment Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) study for the South River was used
to parameterize the ag-BMPs management BNs. The TMDL study estimated that 70.2% of total
suspended solids, 58% of total phosphorus and 89.6% of E.coli come from agricultural sources
(Engineering Concepts, Inc. 2009). Studies by Cullum et al. (2006) and Sheffield et al. (1997)
were used to estimate ag-BMP reduction of total suspended solids, total phosphorus and E. coli.
Cullum et al. (2006) reported 58% reduction of total suspended solids and 32% reduction of total
phosphorus but did not monitor bacteria changes. Sheffield et al. (1997) reported a 90%
reduction of total suspended solids, 64.5% reduction of total phosphorus, and 51-77% reduction
of fecal bacteria. These reduction estimates were used to define the priors for ag-BMPs
management nodes. Confidence in estimates from the Benthic Impairment TMDL, Cullum et al.
(2006), and Sheffield et al. (1997) were explicitly described by the node distributions.

Ag-BMPs CPTs— The CPTs for the two ag-BMP child nodes were parameterized using a
mathematical approach. For a given combination of ag-BMP parent node states, the minimum
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value of each parent range was multiplied to calculate the lower bound value for the child node.
The maximum value of each parent range was then multiplied to calculate the upper bound value
for the child node. These two calculated values represent the range of possible child node values
for that state combination. Then the probability that this combination would result in the zero, low,
medium, or high state of the child node was calculated. A uniform probability distribution was
assumed between the calculated lower bound and upper bound. This does not assume that the
extreme outcomes were less likely to occur. Descriptions for nodes in the ag-BMPs management
BNs are in Supplementary Tables ST-2 – ST-4.

Bank stabilization management option
Bank stabilization was integrated into the BNs for all biotic and water quality endpoints because
this management option affects stressor pathways in all the models. In a literature review of bank
stabilization no published studies were found that documented environmental changes after bank
stabilization. The bank stabilization management option was incorporated into the BNs through a
combination of South River bank stabilization pilot study data (Anchor QEA and URS 2013) and
expert elicitation. The bank stabilization pilot study used a combination of vegetative and
structural stabilization, so the evaluation of bank stabilization management was for this specific
methodology.

Parameterization
Pilot study data— Pilot study data were used to estimate effects of bank stabilization
management on the mercury stressor for biotic endpoints and the WQ-Fishing endpoint. The pilot
study reported mercury concentration minimums and maximums for pore water, and average
mercury concentration in sediment throughout the study (Anchor QEA and URS 2013).
Quantitative data were not reported for any other parameters.
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Figure 4. Bayesian network to calculate risk to Smallmouth Bass with agricultural best
management practices in Region 2. In the ag-BMPs BNs the management nodes are
green, the endpoint node is brown, and the other nodes are grey.
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Fish Fillet Mercury— Trends in minimum and maximum pore water mercury concentrations were
used to estimate changes in mercury body burden for smallmouth bass, white sucker, and WQFishing because this was the best available data. Throughout the study period, half of the
minimum pore water samples showed increased mercury concentration, while the other half of
the samples showed decreased mercury concentration (Anchor QEA and URS 2013). So the
zero and low risk states for mercury body burden had 50% probability of increasing, and 50%
probability of decreasing with bank stabilization management. Almost all the maximum pore water
mercury concentrations were lower than the initial samples, so the medium and high mercury risk
states had 100% probability of decreasing. The pore water concentrations may not directly reflect
changes in surface water mercury because the relationship between the two is complex
(Sophocleous 2002). Our uncertainty in mercury change for fish with bank stabilization
management was reflected in the prior.

Bird Mercury— Two methods were used to attempt to relate pilot study data to bird blood mercury
before using the pilot study data. First correlations were calculated using the SRST database
(SRST/URS, personal communication, 3 January 2014) for: water column total mercury (THg)
concentration vs. bird blood MeHg concentration; pore water THg vs. bird blood MeHg; water
column MeHg vs. bird blood MeHg; and pore water MeHg vs. bird blood MeHg for Belted
Kingfisher and Carolina Wren respectively. There were not sufficient data for the correlations.
Second, bird blood MeHg concentrations were estimated from the SRST data using river and
floodplain biomagnification factors for the South River (Wang et al. 2013). These calculations
underestimated bird blood MeHg field concentrations.

The correlations and the biomagnification factors did not accurately predict bird blood mercury, so
pilot study data trends were used. The effects of bank stabilization on bird blood MeHg was
assigned an almost even distribution for increase, no change, and decrease for the avian
species. There was a slightly higher probability of decrease because the maximum and average
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mercury concentrations in the pore water and sediment decreased consistently in the pilot study
data (Anchor QEA and URS 2013).

Structure of bank stabilization expert elicitation— Expert elicitation was used to estimate effects
of bank stabilization management on the following stressors: total suspended solids/turbidity, river
temperature, submerged aquatic vegetation, discharge regime, dissolved oxygen levels, PAHs,
organochlorine pesticides, bacteria inputs, and total phosphorus. Two experts were surveyed in a
formal elicitation. Both experts were involved in the South River bank stabilization pilot study.
This may introduce bias into the elicitation results (McBride and Burgman 2011). In the expert
elicitation survey, the experts were asked to draw on their cumulative experience with bank
stabilization for ten scenarios. Expert elicitation research suggests that more accurate results are
obtained when experts estimate frequency instead of probability (McBride and Burgman 2011).
The survey asked the experts to estimate the frequency out of 10 sites that they would expect a
50% increase, 50% decrease, and no change in a stressor with bank stabilization management.
McBride and Burgman (2011) also recommend using intervals that are perceived similarly by
most individuals. In this case, 50% increase, and 50% decrease were used because it was likely
that the experts perceived the quantities of doubled and halved in a similar way.

Bank stabilization expert elicitation— The frequencies reported by the experts were averaged. If
the average frequency for a state was 0, the state was assigned a frequency of 0.5 to allow for
back-calculations (ST-6). The frequencies were used as priors for the bank stabilization
management input nodes.
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Figure 5. Bayesian network to calculate risk to Smallmouth Bass with bank stabilization
management in Region 2. In the bank stabilization BNs the management nodes are
blue, the endpoint node is orange, and the other nodes are grey.
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Belted Kingfisher habitat expert elicitation— The bank stabilization experts were not surveyed
about habitat effects for either avian species because it was not in their area of expertise. Expert
knowledge was elicited from Dr. Dan Cristol to understand the likely effects of bank stabilization
management on Belted Kingfisher habitat because they nest in the steep slopes of the banks. Dr.
Cristol is a member of the SRST and has published numerous papers on birds in the South River
and mercury toxicity to birds (Brasso et al. 2008, Cristol et al. 2008, Condon et al. 2009, Hawley
et al. 2009, Jackson et al. 2011). Dr. Cristol stated that if bank stabilization was implemented
without the explicit consideration of Belted Kingfisher nests, the stabilization efforts would
eliminate the Belted Kingfishers (Dan Cristol, written communication, 18 December 2013). The
primary assessment of bank stabilization assumed that explicit consideration was given to Belted
Kingfishers nests because the Kingfisher habitat node maintained baseline risk assessment
priors.

The Belted Kingfisher elimination scenario, where bank stabilization management did not avoid
Kingfisher nests, was represented in another BN where only the Territory and Potential Habitat
stressors affect the Kingfisher’s risk (Figure 6). Both Territory and Potential Habitat nodes had
100% probability of high risk to reflect the elimination of Kingfisher habitat in the region. This
resulted in the highest possible risk to the Kingfisher. The Toxicity and Ecological Parameters
nodes are disconnected from the endpoint because if Belted Kingfisher habitat was eliminated in
the region, Kingfishers were not exposed to these stressors because they were absent.
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Figure 6. Belted Kingfisher BN for bank stabilization if Kingfisher nests were avoided
during bank stabilization management for Region 2. The toxicity and ecological
parameter nodes are disconnected from the endpoint because the Kingfishers will not
be exposed to these stressors if there was no habitat.
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Bank stabilization CPTs— Conditional probability tables for the bank stabilization nodes were
calculated using the same approach described in the ag-BMPs CPTs section. Descriptions of
nodes in the bank stabilization management BNs are in ST-6 – ST-10.

Bank stabilization management scenarios— Two scenarios were used to bound the likely risk
outcomes with bank stabilization management. In bank stabilization Scenario 1 (BS1), input
nodes that represent effects of bank stabilization on a stressor were set to the state with a value
of 6. This state increases risk the most to an endpoint, so BS1 calculated the upper risk bound.
For bank stabilization Scenario 2 (BS2), the input nodes were set to the state with a value of 0.
This scenario calculated the lower risk bound.

Entropy reduction analysis
An entropy reduction analysis was completed on the endpoint node in each BN using NeticaTM
(Norsys Software Corp. 2010). NeticaTM calculates the degree of entropy reduction that nodes
contribute. The output from the entropy reduction analysis described the influence that each
parent and child node had on the endpoint (Pollino et al. 2007, Hines and Landis 2013). In other
words, the larger the degree of entropy contributed by a node, the more it influenced the risk
distribution output. Only input nodes were reported in this entropy reduction analysis because
those nodes were targeted by ag-BMPs and bank stabilization.

Uncertainty
Uncertainty was explicitly represented in the BNs by the distributions of the nodes (Varis and
Kuikka 1999, Marcot et al. 2006). The degree of uncertainty was primarily determined by the data
and knowledge available. Other sources of uncertainty include simplification of a system with a
mathematical model, natural variation or randomness of parameters, and subjective judgment
during model parameterization (Hines and Landis 2013).
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Combined risk estimates
To represent additive risk probability by region, each endpoint node distribution was input into
Oracle Crystal Ball software as a macro in Microsoft Excel. The probability distributions were run
over 10,000 iterations using Latin hypercube sampling to derive an “additive risk curve” for each
region. From the curve, decision makers can determine where the most cumulative risk occurs in
a spatial context. The skew and width of the total risk distribution was also described. This was
completed for the baseline BNs, ag-BMPs management BNs, and bank stabilization management
BNs.

RESULTS
Ag BMPs Management
Agricultural BMPs did not change the likelihood of the risk states more than 5%. All distributions
shifted slightly towards lower risk (Table 1). The Belted Kingfisher risk distributions decreased in
high, medium, and low risk likelihood and increased in zero risk. Smallmouth bass, WQStandards, WQ-Swimming, and WQ-Boating all had decreased likelihood of high risk and
increased probability of the remaining risk states. In a model simulation, where ag-BMPs had a
100% probability of high reduction, the risk distributions remained the same. The spatial risk
pattern was also maintained for the endpoints compared to baseline risk.
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Table 1. Change in likelihood of risk state with ag-BMPs management for the endpoint node
compared to the baseline risk distribution outcome.
Belted
Kingfisher
Region 2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
WQStandards
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
WQBoating
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6

Zero

Low

Med

High

0.4
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.7

0.0
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.2

-0.1
-0.1
0.0
-0.1
-0.3

-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.2
-0.2

Zero

Low

Med

High

0.1
0.4
0.0
0.2
0.1

0.1
0.5
0.0
0.4
0.1

0.3
0.5
0.0
0.6
0.2

-0.4
-1.4
-0.1
-1.1
-0.4

Zero

Low

Med

High

0.0
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.0

0.3
0.8
0.1
0.5
0.2

0.3
0.8
0.0
1.0
0.3

-0.6
-1.7
-0.1
-1.6
-0.6

Smallmouth
Bass
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
WQSwimming
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
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Zero

Low

Med

High

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1

-0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.1

-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.3
-0.1

Zero

Low

Med

High

0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0

0.2
0.6
0.1
0.4
0.2

0.3
1.1
0.1
1.2
0.4

-0.6
-3.9
-0.2
-1.6
-0.6

Bank Stabilization Management
Bank stabilization management changed the risk distributions for Belted Kingfisher, smallmouth
bass, and WQ-Fishing (Table 2). The distribution outcome did not change likelihood of risk states
by more than 10% for the other endpoints. Spatial risk pattern was altered only for WQ-Fishing.

Belted Kingfisher risk had 100% likelihood of high risk if their nests were not avoided during bank
stabilization management (Figure 7). These distributions were skewed towards zero and low risk
in baseline risk calculations. In contrast if Kingfisher nests were avoided, the risk distributions
were not affected by bank stabilization management.

Carolina Wren risk distributions remained skewed towards zero risk in Regions 2 and 3, and
centered at low and medium risk in Regions 4, 5, and 6. There was less than a 3% change in
likelihood for risk states under bank stabilization management (Table 2).

The smallmouth bass risk distributions shifted in Regions 3, 4, 5, and 6. Likelihood of high risk
decreased 11% and 13% in Regions 4 and 5 respectively. In Regions 3-6, likelihood of zero risk
increased 10-13% (Table 2). In Region 6, the distribution changed so that the majority of the
likelihood was in the zero risk state instead of high risk (Figure 8).

Risk state likelihood changed less than 7% for the white sucker distributions with bank
stabilization management. The distributions were all skewed towards zero risk, except in Region
2 where risk was split between the zero and high states at 30% likelihood and 50% likelihood
respectively (Table 2).

WQ-Standards risk distributions also did not change with the addition of bank stabilization
management. Risk was skewed towards high with greater than 50% likelihood (Table 2). All
Regions had less than 5% likelihood of zero risk.
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Risk distributions to the WQ-Fishing endpoint changed in Region 6. The baseline risk distribution
was skewed towards zero risk. Under bank stabilization management, the distribution remained
skewed towards zero risk, but the likelihood of zero risk decreased by 18% (Figure 9). High risk
likelihood increased from 2% to 15% (Table 2). The general upstream-downstream risk pattern
changed in Region 4 where risk initially peaked in Region 4 then decreased upstream and
downstream. With bank stabilization management, WQ-Fishing risk was still highest in Region 4,
but Region 6 risk was higher than Region 5.

The risk distributions for WQ-Swimming and WQ-Boating remained the same with bank
stabilization. The distributions were all skewed towards high risk. There was over 40% likelihood
of high risk, and over 35% likelihood of medium risk
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Table 2. Change in likelihood of risk state with bank stabilization management for the
endpoint node compared to the baseline risk distribution outcome.
Belted
Kingfisher
Region 2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
Smallmouth
Bass
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
WQStandards
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
WQSwimming
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6

Zero

Low

Med

High

-0.7
-1.7
-1.3
-1.8
-1.6

-0.2
0.6
0.2
0.9
0.9

0.2
0.8
0.9
0.6
0.6

0.9
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.1

Zero

Low

Med

High

3.8
10.6
13.3
13.6
10.3

-1.2
-1.3
-0.5
-0.1
-1.8

-1.4
-3.0
-1.2
-0.4
-3.0

-1.3
-6.3
-11.5
-13.1
-5.5

Zero

Low

Med

High

-0.5
-1.9
-3.7
-1.1
-2.6

0.2
-1.4
-0.9
-0.6
-1.8

-0.3
-0.5
1.0
-0.3
-0.2

0.6
3.6
3.5
1.9
4.6

Zero

Low

Med

High

-1.0
-0.8
-2.8
-0.5
-0.7

-2.5
-2.3
-4.9
-1.8
-2.2

-0.6
-0.9
1.5
-0.9
-0.7

4.0
4.0
6.2
3.2
3.7
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Carolina
Wren
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
White
Sucker
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
WQFishing
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
WQBoating
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6

Zero

Low

Med

High

-2.2
-0.3
-0.6
-0.4
-0.1

1.4
-0.9
0.5
0.4
-0.2

0.7
1.1
0.2
0.2
0.0

0.2
0.1
-0.1
-0.1
0.4

Zero

Low

Med

High

-2.3
6.5
4.3
-1.4
0.4

-0.1
-1.1
-0.9
0.7
-0.6

-0.5
-1.7
-1.5
0.2
-0.4

3.0
-3.7
-1.7
1.5
0.5

Zero

Low

Med

High

-1.9
-8.2
-2.5
-3.4
-17.9

-2.3
-2.6
-2.0
-2.6
-6.4

1.8
4.9
0.8
1.8
11.3

2.4
5.9
3.6
4.1
12.9

Zero

Low

Med

High

-1.0
-0.8
-2.5
-0.5
-0.7

-2.4
-2.2
-3.8
-1.7
-2.0

-0.7
-1.0
-1.0
-1.3
-1.3

4.1
4.1
7.3
3.6
3.9

Figure 7. Graphical representations from Netica show the posterior distributions for Belted
Kingfisher bank stabilization management with nests avoided and nests destroyed. This
specific example is for Region 2.

Figure 8. Graphical representations from Netica show the posterior distributions for
smallmouth bass baseline risk, and risk with bank stabilization management. This
specific example is for Region 2. Likelihood of zero risk increases in these regions, and
the skew of the Region 6 risk distribution shifts from high risk to zero risk.
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Figure 9. Graphical representations from Netica show the posterior distributions for
WQ-Fishing baseline risk, and risk with bank stabilization management in Region 6.
Likelihood of zero risk decreased by approximately 20% with bank stabilization
management.
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Bank stabilization management scenario results
Bank stabilization Scenario 1 defined the upper risk bound to the endpoints. Risk distributions
shifted towards higher risk compared with the risk calculation for bank stabilization management,
but at varying degrees. Belted Kingfisher and Carolina Wren risk skew did not change.
Smallmouth bass risk changed in Regions 5 and 6. In Region 5 there was a 25% increase in
likelihood of high risk so that the total high risk likelihood was 77% (Table 3). The smallmouth
bass risk distribution for Region 6 shifted so that it was skewed towards high risk under BS1.
White sucker risk distribution skew did not change. WQ-Standards high risk likelihood increased
17-20% and decreased in all other risk categories, so the distributions were more skewed
towards high risk. Risk distributions for WQ-Fishing shifted from skewed towards zero and low
risk, to medium and high risk. Likelihood of medium and high risk increased 8-12% and 7-20%
respectively. Similar to WQ-Standards, WQ-Swimming and WQ-Boating risk distributions had
more dramatic skew towards high risk with BS1.

Bank stabilization Scenario 2 calculated the lower risk bound with bank stabilization
management. Similar to the results for BS1, the risk distribution skew for Belted Kingfisher and
Carolina Wren did not change under BS2. Smallmouth bass risk distributions did not change
compared to the bank stabilization calculations, but there was additional 10-15% likelihood of
zero risk (Table 4). Similarly, the white sucker risk distributions had an approximately 7%
increase in likelihood of zero risk. WQ-Standards remained skewed towards high risk with BS2
but the likelihood of medium and high risk was more even. Risk distributions for WQ-Fishing
became more skewed towards zero risk with 16-19% greater likelihood of zero risk. WQSwimming and WQ-Boating risk distributions skew did not change.
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Table 3. Change in likelihood of risk state with bank stabilization scenario 1 (BS1) for the
endpoint node compared to the bank stabilization management risk distribution outcomes.
Belted
Kingfisher
Region 2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
Smallmouth
Bass
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
WQStandards
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
WQSwimming
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6

Zero

Low

Med

High

-7.3
-10.8
-9.1
-8.2
-11.5

-0.8
3.3
1.2
2.7
3.8

3.5
5.2
4.5
2.7
5.7

4.5
2.2
3.4
2.9
2.0

Zero

Low

Med

High

-11
-15.2
-17.9
-23.5
-19.8

0.9
1.0
0.2
-0.2
1.7

2.8
3.8
1.0
-1.2
4.4

7.3
10.4
16.6
24.8
13.7

Zero

Low

Med

High

-2.2
-3.1
-3.2
-2.2
-3.5

-5.1
-7.1
-6.7
-5.3
-7.7

-9.6
-10.3
-10.0
-9.2
-9.2

16.9
20.6
19.9
16.7
20.5

Zero

Low

Med

High

-0.6
-0.5
-0.6
-0.3
-0.3

-5.7
-5.2
-6.0
-3.5
-3.6

-7.7
-8.6
-7.9
-7.0
-6.7

13.9
14.2
14.4
10.8
10.6
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Carolina
Wren
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
White
Sucker
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
WQFishing
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
WQBoating
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6

Zero

Low

Med

High

-5.5
-4.7
-2.2
-2.5
-4.1

2.9
-0.5
-0.1
-0.5
-1.3

2.0
3.7
0.4
0.7
2.6

0.6
1.6
1.9
2.2
2.8

Zero

Low

Med

High

-9.3
-13.9
-18.6
-13.0
-10.9

-0.3
0.7
1.7
1.9
1.2

-1.1
1.6
3.2
3.8
3.0

10.6
11.7
13.6
7.3
6.9

Zero

Low

Med

High

-17.0
-23.5
-21.0
-20.5
-19.2

-1.1
-6.7
-9.2
-7.1
-6.4

11.3
12.0
10.0
11.2
8.4

6.9
18.2
20.1
16.5
17.3

Zero

Low

Med

High

-1.0
-0.9
-1.1
-0.6
-0.6

-7.5
-7.5
-8.1
-5.1
-5.0

-4.0
-4.9
-3.9
-4.8
-4.6

12.5
13.2
13.1
10.4
10.3

Table 4. Change in likelihood of risk state with bank stabilization scenario 2 (BS2) for the
endpoint node compared to the bank stabilization management risk distribution outcomes.
Belted
Kingfisher
Region 2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
Smallmouth
Bass
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
WQStandards
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
WQSwimming
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6

Zero

Low

Med

High

4.0
4.9
4.1
3.1
5.6

0.1
-1.7
-1.0
-1.1
-2.1

-2.3
-2.4
-21.8
-0.8
-2.7

-1.9
-0.8
-1.2
-1.1
-0.9

Zero

Low

Med

High

10.4
11.3
15.6
10.9
12.1

-1.8
-2.1
-1.4
-0.1
-1.9

-3.0
-3.4
-2.6
-0.1
-3.1

-5.5
-5.9
-11.7
-10.7
-7.1

Zero

Low

Med

High

9.7
9.7
8.3
8.6
10.3

8.0
6.7
7.4
7.0
6.0

1.5
0.0
1.2
1.6
-1.1

-19.1
-16.3
-16.8
-17.3
-15.3

Zero

Low

Med

High

3.1
3.0
2.0
0.4
2.5

5.2
5.7
4.2
1.6
5.7

-1.4
-0.2
-0.7
1.8
-0.8

-6.9
-8.5
-5.5
-3.8
-7.5
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Carolina
Wren
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
White
Sucker
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
WQFishing
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
WQBoating
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6

Zero

Low

Med

High

2.8
3.0
1.2
1.0
2.5

-1.7
-0.2
-0.1
0.0
0.8

-0.9
-2.1
-0.4
-0.6
-2.0

-0.2
-0.7
-0.6
-0.5
-1.3

Zero

Low

Med

High

8.1
7.9
7.9
6.4
6.4

-0.4
-1.0
-1.1
-1.4
-1.4

-0.9
-1.8
-1.8
-2.1
-2.0

-6.9
-5.1
-5.1
-2.9
-2.9

Zero

Low

Med

High

18.1
17.3
19.6
18.4
16.2

-5.4
0.2
1.3
-0.3
2.8

-9.7
-10.8
-12.7
-11.0
-10.3

-3.0
-6.7
-8.2
-7.0
-8.7

Zero

Low

Med

High

2.8
2.8
1.8
0.4
2.1

4.3
4.3
3.7
1.5
4.4

1.2
2.3
1.2
1.5
2.4

-8.3
-9.5
-6.8
-3.6
-8.9

Entropy reduction analysis results
Mercury was the top risk contributor to Carolina Wren and Belted Kingfisher in most Regions (ST11). The management options did not change the main risk contributors to the birds. River
temperature was the primary risk influencer to smallmouth bass and white sucker in the baseline
risk BNs. Mercury had the second highest influence on smallmouth bass and third highest
influence on white sucker. In many Regions, river temperature was twice as influential as mercury
on the fish species. Ag-BMPs did not alter the influence of input parameters to the fish species.
The mercury reduction input parameter replaced mercury as a main risk contributor for the fish
species with bank stabilization management.

Overall, summer dissolved oxygen levels and deviation from average winter river temperature
most strongly influenced risk to the water quality endpoints. Additionally, methylmercury body
burden in fish was consistently one of the main risk contributors to WQ-Fishing. The integration of
ag-BMPs and bank stabilization did not change the top risk influencers for WQ-Standards, WQSwimming, and WQ-Boating. For WQ-Fishing, summer dissolved oxygen levels became the most
important risk influencer with bank stabilization management.

Uncertainty analysis results
There are specific components of the BNs that need more data or knowledge to reduce
uncertainty. During future bank stabilization efforts, fish fillet mercury and bird blood mercury
should be monitored. These data would reduce uncertainty in the bank stabilization management
BNs because mercury has relatively high impact on biotic endpoint risk. Additional environmental
parameters, such as stream cover and total suspended solids, should also be measured to better
define effects and potential unintended consequences of bank stabilization. It will take time to
collect more bank stabilization data, so in the interim more experts could be surveyed to reparameterize the bank stabilization BNs. Ideally the experts would not be involved in the South
River site, so potential bias introduced by the experts in this study would be minimized.
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Uncertainty in the risk calculations could also be reduced if input parameter data came from the
same time period. For example, there was river temperature data up through 2011 but the most
recent dissolved oxygen data were from 2007. The South River has an abundance of data
compared to many sites, but improved spatial coverage of the river would also allow for better
parameterization in Region 6 BNs and a model to be parameterized for Region 1. Calculations for
Region 1 would provide managers with a complete risk pattern for the watershed because it is
upstream of the original mercury deposition site.

Additive risk distribution by risk region
The additive risk distribution curves for baseline risk in Regions 4 and 5 were shifted towards
higher risk compared to other regions. Region 6 was most shifted towards lower risk (Figure 10).
With Ag-BMPs, the additive risk curves did not shift to the right or left (Supplementary Figure SF1). Under bank stabilization management, the additive distribution curves became more similar
(Figure 11). The curves were wider, so the risk distribution was more uncertain compared with the
baseline curves. The risk curve for Region 5 shifted toward lower risk compared to the baseline
additive risk curve, but Regions 4 and 5 still had the highest risk. Regions 3 and 6 both had lower
risk than other Regions.
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Figure 10. Additive risk curves for all endpoints by risk region for the BNs with no
management. This figure was created through Monte Carlo analysis with Latin
hypercube sampling over 10,000 iterations in Oracle Crystal Ball as a macro in
Microsoft Excel. The maximum combined risk score is 46 and the minimum is 0.
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Figure 11. Additive risk curves for all endpoints by risk region for the BNs with bank
stabilization management. This figure was created through Monte Carlo analysis with
Latin hypercube sampling over 10,000 iterations in Oracle Crystal Ball as a macro in
Microsoft Excel. The maximum combined relative risk score is 46 and the minimum is 0.
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DISSCUSION
In this paper, I describe the development of conceptual models with management options for
biotic and water quality endpoints. Risk distributions with ag-BMPs management and bank
stabilization management were calculated to assess change in risk from baseline calculations. An
entropy analysis on each BN identified important future monitoring parameters. Additive risk
curves depicted the change in overall risk distribution with the management options

Agricultural Best Management Practices
The integration of ag-BMPs to the BNs shifted risk distributions toward lower risk. Although agBMPs did not reduce risk so that water quality endpoint risk distributions changed to low risk, the
low risk to Belted Kingfisher and smallmouth bass was maintained. Agricultural BMPs are an
effective management option but risk from the targeted stressors was already minimal. The priors
for total suspended solids, turbidity, and bacteria primarily occur in the zero and low risk states so
these stressors are not the main risk drivers. This was confirmed by the entropy analysis.
Agricultural BMPs align with the main “no regrets” management objective for the South River
because endpoint risk did not increase. This management option is worth implementing because
the output distributions shifted towards lower risk and will help the South River move towards
TMDL compliance.

Bank Stabilization
Bank stabilization did not meet the “no regrets” management criteria for Belted Kingfisher when
bank stabilization was completed without explicit avoidance of Kingfisher nests. Bank stabilization
could result in elimination of Kingfishers from the area. This would likely to be a serious regret for
South River stakeholders. Bank stabilization achieved “no regrets” for Carolina Wren, smallmouth
bass, white sucker, WQ-Standards, WQ-Swimming and WQ-Boating because the shape of the
risk distributions did not change. Additionally, bank stabilization management reduced risk to
smallmouth bass in Region 6 where high risk was initially the most likely outcome. With bank
stabilization, zero risk had the highest likelihood. Bank stabilization did not change the skew of
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WQ-Fishing risk distributions but zero risk likelihood decreased 20% in Region 6, which may be
considered a regret to managers.

Bank stabilization Scenario 1 and BS2 bounded the risk outcomes for bank stabilization
management and further evaluated the potential for unintended consequences. Belted Kingfisher,
Carolina Wren, WQ-Standards, WQ-Swimming, and WQ-Boating risk distribution skew did not
change under either scenario. The skew of the smallmouth bass Region 6 distribution changed
from zero to high with BS1. WQ-Fishing risk distributions changed with BS1 from primarily zero
and low risk likelihood to the majority of the likelihood in low and medium risk. This means that
bank stabilization management may cause smallmouth bass and WQ-Fishing to move from low
risk to high risk. This is a possible outcome with bank stabilization management that would cause
regrets.

Additive risk curves in management
The risk curves are a unique management tool because they combine risk distributions calculated
by the BNs for a combination of endpoints. When a management option is implemented in an
area, it will affect all endpoints present. The visual representation of distribution and skew for total
risk will help managers understand overall effects of management options.

Risk curves with ag-BMPs emphasize that ag-BMPs meet to the “no regrets” management criteria
because the risk curves do not change. When the baseline total risk curve for all endpoints is
compared with those for bank stabilization management, the curve for Region 5 shifted toward
lower risk. So although risk to individual endpoint risk may increase with bank stabilization, it
would make sense to implement bank stabilization in Region 5 because the distribution of
combined risk was lower.
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Use in South River management
Using these BNs managers can evaluate management options, implement one or more options,
monitor key risk influencing variables, and then update the BNs to initiate the next decision cycle
in adaptive management. An example of updating the BNs to inform future management is
provided in Figure 12. In this example, the smallmouth bass region 6 BN was updated three
subsequent times with the probabilities calculated for stressor nodes with bank stabilization as
the new priors for the model. The distributions in Figure 12 illustrate risk change through time
with the updated priors. In this simulation, smallmouth bass risk decreased the most in the first
time step, and continued to decrease through the next three time steps but at a slower rate.

The entropy reduction analysis for each endpoint gives managers a list of monitoring parameters
in order of influence on endpoint risk. Monitoring these stressors is important for updating risk and
fits with adaptive management. From the entropy reduction analysis, it is clear that river
temperature must be monitored to calculate risk to the fish species. Mercury was most important
to the avian species but was also a risk driver to the fish species and WQ-Fishing. Suggested
monitoring parameters for the other water quality endpoints are summer dissolved oxygen levels
and deviation from summer and winter average river temperature (Table 3). River temperature is
a major risk influencer for water quality endpoints and both fish species so managers of the South
River should consider options that may reduce risk from this stressor.

The BNs can be used to back calculate endpoint risk, so that managers can estimate initial
conditions that produce a specific risk level. This type of analysis may initiate discussion of
additional management options. The conceptual models and BNs with no management can serve
as a starting point for the evaluation of additional management alternatives.

The results of my research can also be used in combination with other studies of the South River
in the adaptive management cycle. A recently completed study by John W. Green (personal
communication, 2 June 2014) used statistical modeling to estimate predicted reductions in
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mercury concentrations in surface water and sediment if bank stabilization removed 100% of
mercury from the banks. Green also calculated the number of samples necessary to detect the
calculated change in surface water and sediment mercury concentrations. Using the statistical
models developed by Green, we could calculate the number of samples needed during
monitoring to detect the expected changes in fish fillet mercury modeled using the BNs with bank
stabilization management.

Next steps for the South River
There are currently plans to implement bank stabilization along sections of the South River as
part of the RCRA remediation plan. My study can be used to identify areas where bank
stabilization is likely to cause regrets as well as help managers prioritize monitoring parameters.
Because management of the South River is long-term, an adaptive management cycle may be
10-15 years but the BNs can be updated more frequently to monitor risk change.

Every site has multiple stressors so trade-offs are a reality for managers. Other factors beyond
ecological risk may be considered in the decision making process including cost, human health
risk, and stakeholder approval (Kiker et al. 2008). The BNs in this study have incorporated two
management options into a risk assessment that is suitable for use in adaptive management.
Now, other factors that will be considered in the decision making process can be included as well.

Implications for risk analysis and management
The integration of management into BNs has progressed through a series of papers (Ayre and
Landis 2012, Hines and Landis 2013, Ayre et al. 2014). The methods described in this research
are not specific to the South River and are applicable at any site with sufficient data to
parameterize BNs (Ticehurst et al. 2007, Howes et al. 2010, Ayre and Landis 2012, Summers
2012, Hines and Landis 2013, Ayre et al. 2014). The use of the BN-RRM addresses multiple
stressors so change in risk with management will reflect the effects of the management option on
target and non-target stressors. The calculated risk change with management can be used to
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select the most appropriate option while considering financial and social costs associated with the
management option. Additionally, BNs can be used calculate risk for different scenarios or
estimate the initial conditions necessary to achieve a specific risk level. Bayesian networks are
also easily updated with new data. These qualities make BNs appropriate for generating and
testing hypotheses so managers can use them as a tool in a long-term adaptive management
plan.

Figure 12. Graphical representations from Netica show the posterior distributions for
smallmouth bass baseline risk, and risk with bank stabilization management through
three time steps. The probabilities calculated in the stressor post-bank stabilization
management nodes were used as the priors for the next time step. Risk decreases
most in the first time step of bank stabilization management. Smallmouth bass risk
continues to decrease but at a slower rate in later time steps.
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Figure SF-1. Additive risk curves for all endpoints by risk region for the BNs with ag-BMPs
management. This figure was created through Monte Carlo analysis with Latin hypercube
sampling over 10,000 iterations in Oracle Crystal Ball as a macro in Microsoft Excel.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES
Table ST-1. Summary of data used for prior probabilities for all models including years and
source of data.
Endpoint

Input node

Mercury

Data Variable

Mercury bird blood
concentration (ppm)

Years

Source of Data

2005-2007

South River
Science Team
(SRST)
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)

2003 – 2010
Sediment Data

SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)

2003 – 2007
Water Data

SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)

Acenaphthene
Acenaphthylene
Anthracene
Benz[a]anthracene
Benzo[a]pyrene
Benzo[e]pyrene
Benzo[b]fluoranthene
PAHs
(ug/kg)

Benzo[ghi]perylene
Benzo[k]fluoranthene
Chrysene
Dibenz[a,h]anthracene
Fluoranthene
Fluorene
Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene

Belted
Kingfisher

Phenanthrene
Pyrene
Aldrin
Chlordane
Organochlorine
Pesticides
(ug/kg)

Dieldrin
Endrin
Heptachlor
Methoxychlor
Heptachlor epoxide

Territory

Nests per length of river
section (m)

2006

Potential Habitat

Land Use Type (%)

2006

Fish Length

Length of Sample Fish in
River (cm)

2006 Fish
Community
Survey
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SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal

2005-2011 Fish
Fillet Data
Submerged
Aquatic
Vegetation

Percent SAV Cover (%)

2006 – 2007

Turbidity

Seechi depth (cm)—
converted from NTU
Equation: (244.13*NTU)^0.662

1994-2009
Water Data

Nest Predation

Nests predated (%)

----

communication, 3
January 2014)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
Jackson et al.
2011a
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)

Mercury

Mercury bird blood
concentration (ppm)

2005 – 2008

PAHs

Same as PAHs for Belted
Kingfisher

2003 – 2010
Sediment Data

Organochlorine
Pesticides

Same as Pesticides for
Belted Kingfisher

2003 – 2007
Water Data

Abundance

Relative Abundance

2005-2008

Potential Habitat

Land Use Type (%)

2006

Winter Air
Temperature

Winter Air Temperature,
December – February
(°C)

2005 – 2014

NOAA

----

Jackson et al..
2011a – data
linked to nest
abandonment

Carolina
Wren

Nest Predation

Nests predated (%)

Mercury

Fish Fillet Mercury
Concentration (mg/kg)

2003 – 2011

PAHs

Same as PAHs for Belted
Kingfisher

2003 – 2010
Sediment Data

Smallmouth
Bass
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SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)

Organochlorine
Pesticides

Same as Pesticides for
Belted Kingfisher

2003 – 2007
Water Data

SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014,)

River
Temperature

River Temperature (°C)

2006 – 2007
(Region 4 only)
2010 – 2011

USGS a,b,c,d

Total Suspended
Solids

Suspended Solids (mg/L)

2005 – 2013

Abundance

Smallmouth Bass
Abundance in each risk
region relative to entire site
(%)

2006 Fish
Community
Survey

Mercury

Fish Fillet Mercury
Concentration (mg/kg)

2005 – 2007

PAHs

Same as PAHs for Belted
Kingfisher

2003 – 2010
Sediment Data

Organochlorine
Pesticides

Same as Pesticides for
Belted Kingfisher

2003 – 2007
Water Data

River
Temperature

River Temperature (°C)

2006 – 2007
(Region 4 only)
2010 – 2011

White Sucker

Stream Cover

Submerged Aquatic
Vegetation Cover (%)

2006 – 2007

Abundance

White Sucker Abundance
in each Risk Region
relative to entire site (%)

2006 Fish
Community
Survey

Total
Phosphorus
(mg/l)

Total Phosphorus, Total
Phosphorus as P

2006-2007
(Region 6); 20062007 & 2010-2013
(Region 2-5)

Bacteria
Indicators

E. coli

2005 – 2010

Water Quality
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SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
USGS a,b,c,d
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)

SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)

Summer
Dissolved O2

Summer Dissolved
Oxygen, April-September
(mg/L)

2006 – 2007

Winter Dissolved
O2

Winter Dissolved Oxygen,
October-March (mg/L)

2006 – 2007

MeHg Body
Burden Fish

Fish Fillet Methylmercury
Concentration (mg/kg)

2003 – 2013

Deviation from 30-Year
average for Summer river
temperature, AprilSeptember (°C)
Deviation from 30-Year
average for Winter river
temperature, OctoberMarch (°C)
Deviation from 30-Year
average for Summer
Discharge, April-September
(%)
Deviation from 30-Year
average for Winter
Discharge, October- March
(%)

2010 – 2011
No data for
Region 4

USGS a,b,c,d

2010 – 2011
No data for
Region 4

USGS a,b,c,d

2010 – 2013
No data for
Region 4

USGS a,b,c,d

2010 – 2013
No data for
Region 4

USGS a,b,c,d

2011

Bugas 2011
Virginia
Department of
Game and Inland
Fisheries

Deviation from
LT Summer
Temperatures
Deviation from
LT Winter
Temperature
Deviation from
LT Summer
Discharge
Deviation from
LT Winter
Discharge

Fish Stocking

Presence or absence of
fish stocking
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Table ST-2. Summary explanation of input parameters in ag-BMPs management BNs for Belted
Kingfisher. This includes parameter, definition, states, ranges, and sources for input nodes.
Input parameter

Mercury

PAHs

Organochlorine
Pesticides

Parameter
definition

Probability of
mercury bird blood
concentration
(ppm)

Probability of PAH
concentration
(ug/kg)

Probability of
Organochlorine
pesticide
concentration
(ug/kg)

Parameter states

Range

Sources

Zero

0.00-0.40 ppm

Summers (2012)
(ranks)

Low

0.41-1.00 ppm

Med

1.01-2.00 ppm

High

2.01-10 ppm

Under NOAA’s
LEL for sediment

≤4,000 (ug/kg)

Over NOAA’s LEL
for sediment

4,000-8,000
(ug/kg)

Lower than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

*pesticide specific
(ug/kg)

Higher than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

Zero

Potential Habitat

Submerged
Aquatic Vegetation
(SAV)

Probability of each
land use type (%)

Probability of
percent SAV cover
(%)

*pesticide specific
(ug/kg)

Summers (2012)
(ranks)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)
Buchman (2008)
(ranks)
SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Pasture/Hay,
Developed Open
Space,
Developed Low
Intensity, Open
Water

Low

Deciduous Forest,
Cultivated Crops

Medium

Evergreen Forest,
Mixed Forest

High

Developed
Medium Intensity,
Developed High
Intensity

Zero
Low
Med
High

0-20%
20-40%
40-70%
70-100%
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SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Summers (2012)
(ranks, probability)

Summers (2012)
(ranks, probability)

Turbidity

Probability of
secchi depth (cm)

Zero
Low
Med
High

60-70 cm
30-60 cm
15-30 cm
0-15 cm

Turbidity post BMP

Probability of
secchi depth (cm)

Zero
Low
Med
High

>60 cm
30-60 cm
15-30 cm
<15 cm

Acceptable

<17 cm

Fish Length

Nest predation

Territory

Summers (2012)
(ranks, probability)

Summers (2012)
(ranks)

Summers (2012)
(ranks)

Unacceptable

>18 cm

SRST
(SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Nests predated
(%)

Not effected
Effected

Site specific nest
predation data

Summers (2012)
(ranks, probability)

Number of nests
per length of river
section (m)

Ideal
Acceptable
Unacceptable

0-2340 meters
2340-4800 m
>4800 m

Summers (2012)
(ranks, probability)

Length of sample
fish in river (cm)
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Table ST-3. Summary explanation of input parameters in ag-BMPs management BNs for
smallmouth bass. This includes parameter, definition, states, ranges, and sources for input
nodes.
Input parameter

Mercury

PAHs

Organochlorine
Pesticides

River Temperature

Parameter
definition

Probability of fish
fillet methylmercury
concentration
(mg/kg)

Probability of PAH
concentration
(ug/kg)

Probability of
Organochlorine
pesticide
concentration
(ug/kg)

Probability of river
temperature
(degrees Celsius)

Parameter
states

Range

Sources

Zero

<0.2 mg/kg

Summers (2012)
(ranks)

Low

0.21-1.1 mg/kg

Med

1.2-2.8 mg/kg

High

>2.9 mg/kg

SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Under NOAA’s
LEL for sediment

≤4,000 (ug/kg)

Buchman (2008)
(ranks)

Over NOAA’s
LEL for sediment

4,000-8,000
(ug/kg)

Lower than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

*pesticide specific
(ug/kg)

Higher than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

*pesticide specific
(ug/kg)

Zero

20-26 degrees C

Low
Med
High

Suspended solids
from Agricultural
land

Suspended solids
reduction

Probability of
percent suspended
solids from
agricultural land
(%)

Probability of
percent suspended
solids reduction via
Ag BMP (%)

17-19.9 or 26.129 degrees C
15-16.9 or 29.131.9degrees C
≤14.9 or ≥32
degrees C

Zero

0-25%

Low
Med
High

26-50%
51-75%
76-100%

Zero

0-15%

Low

16-31%

Med

32-47%

High

48-100%

Zero

0-52%
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SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)
Buchman (2008)
(ranks)
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)
Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (2013)
(ranks)
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)
Engineering
Concepts, Inc.
(2009) (ranks,
probability)
Cullum et al..
(2006) (probability)
Sheffield et al..
(1997) (probability)
Engineering
Concepts, Inc.
(2009) (ranks)

Scaled suspended
solids remaining

Total Suspended
Solids

Suspended Solids
post BMP

Total Suspended
Solids

Abundance

Probability of
percent of
suspended solids
remaining (%)

Probability of
suspended solids
(mg/L)

Probability of
suspended solids
level after Ag
BMPs were
implemented
(mg/L)

Probability of
suspended solids
(mg/L)

Probability of
smallmouth bass
abundance in each
risk region relative
to entire site (%)

Low
Med

53-68%
69-84%

High

85-100%

Zero

0-25 mg/L

Low

25-80 mg/L

Med

80-200 mg/L

High

200-650 mg/L

Zero
Low
Med

0-25 mg/L
25-80 mg/L
80-200 mg/L

High

>200 (mg/L)

Zero

0-25 mg/L

Low

25-80 mg/L

Med

80-200 mg/L

High

200-650 mg/L

Zero
Low
Med
High

<5%
5-10%
10-50%
>50%
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Engineering
Concepts, Inc.
(2009) (ranks)
Summers (2012)
(ranks)
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)
Summers (2012)
(ranks)

Summers (2012)
(ranks)
URS, personal
communication
(probability)

Summers (2012)
(ranks, probability)

Table ST-4. Summary explanation of input parameters in ag-BMPs management BNs for water
quality endpoints (WQ-Standards, WQ-Fishing, WQ-Swimming, and WQ-Boating). This includes
parameter, definition, states, ranges and sources for input nodes.
Input parameter

Parameter
definition

Total Phosphorus
from Agricultural
land

Probability of
percent total
phosphorus from
agricultural land
(%)

Total Phosphorus
reduction

Scaled total
Phosphorus
remaining

Total Phosphorus

Probability of
percent total
phosphorus
reduction via Ag
BMP (%)

Probability of
percent of total
phosphorus
remaining (%)

Probability of total
phosphorus (mg/L)

Parameter states

Range

Sources

Zero
Low
Med

0-25%
26-50%
51-75%

High

76-100%

Zero

0-15%

Low

16-43%

Med

44-69%

High

70-100%

Zero
Low
Med
High

0-30%
31-56%
57-84%
85-100%

Zero

0-0.09 mg/L

Low

0.1-0.3 mg/L

Med

0.31-0.5 mg/L

High

.51-5.0 mg/L

SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

Engineering
Concepts, Inc. (2009)
(ranks, probability)
Cullum et al.. (2006)
(probability)
Sheffield et al.. (1997)
(probability)
Engineering
Concepts, Inc. (2009)
(ranks)
Engineering
Concepts, Inc. (2009)
(ranks)
Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

\

Total Phosphorus
post BMP

Bacteria indicators
from Agricultural
land

Bacteria indicator
reduction

Probability of total
phosphorus level
after Ag BMPs
were implemented
(mg/L)

Zero
Low
Med

0-25 mg/L
25-80 mg/L
80-200 mg/L

High

>200 mg/L

Probability of
percent bacteria
indicators from
agricultural land
(%)

Zero
Low
Med

0-25%
26-50%
51-75%

High

76-100%

Zero

0-15%

Low

16-55%

Med

56-94%

High

95-100%

Zero

0-5%

Probability of
percent bacteria
indicator reduction
via Ag BMP (%)
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Engineering
Concepts, Inc. (2009)
(ranks)
Cullum et al.. (2006)
(probability)
Sheffield et al.. (1997)
(probability)
Engineering
Concepts, Inc. (2009)
(ranks)

Bacteria indicators
remaining

Bacteria indicators

Bacteria indicators
post BMP

Summer Dissolved
O2

Winter Dissolved
O2

Methylmercury
Fish Body Burden

Deviation from LT
summer temp

Deviation from LT
winter temp

Probability of
percent bacteria
remaining (%)

Probability of fecal
bacteria
(CFU/100mL)

Probability of fecal
bacteria level after
Ag BMPs were
implemented
(CFU/100mL)

Probability of
dissolved oxygen
levels AprilSeptember (mg/L)

Probability of
dissolved oxygen
levels OctoberMarch (mg/L)

Probability of fish
fillet
methylmercury
concentration
(mg/kg)

Probability of
deviation from 30year seasonal
average for river
temperature from
April-September
(degrees Celsius)
Probability of
deviation from 30year seasonal
average for river
temperature from
October-March
(degrees Celsius)

Low
Med
High

6-44%
45-84%
85-100%

Engineering
Concepts, Inc. (2009)
(ranks)

Zero

0-200 CFU/100
mL

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

Moderate

200-1000
CFU/100 mL

High

1000-2000
CFU/100 mL

SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

0-200 CFU/100
mL
200-1000
CFU/100 mL
>1000 CFU/100
mL

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

Zero

9-15 mg/L

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

Moderate

5-9 mg/L

High

0-5 mg/L

Zero

9-22 mg/L

Moderate

5-9 mg/L

High

0-5 mg/L

Zero

<0.2 mg/kg

Low

0.21-1.1 mg/kg

Med

1.2-2.8 mg/kg

High

>2.9 mg/kg

No change

0-2 degrees C
deviation

Moderate

2-4 degrees C
deviation

High

4-6 degrees C
deviation

No change

0-2 degrees C
deviation

Moderate

2-4 degrees C
deviation

High

4-6 degrees C
deviation

Zero
Moderate
High
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SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)
Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)
Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)
Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)
NOAA (probability)

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)
NOAA (probability)

Deviation from LT
summer discharge

Deviation from LT
winter discharge

Fish Stocking

Probability of
deviation from 30year seasonal
average for
discharge from
April-September
(%)
Probability of
deviation from 30year seasonal
average for
discharge from
October-March (%)

No change
Increase
Decrease
No change
Increase

76-125%
deviation
126-175%
deviation
25-75% deviation
76-125%
deviation
126-175%
deviation

Decrease

25-75% deviation

Yes

Fish stocking
occurs in risk
region

Presence or
absence of fish
stocking
No
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No fish stocking
in risk region

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)
USGS (a,b,c,d)
(probability)
Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)
USGS (a,b,c,d)
(probability)
Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Table ST-5. Bank stabilization expert elicitation survey results including reported frequencies and
priors. If the prior of any state was 0%, it was assigned a prior of 5% so to allow for backcalculations and scenario analysis.
Model Variable

Expert 1

Expert 2

Average

Prior

Total suspended
solids

Increase 50%
No change
Decrease 50%

1
8
1

0
10
0

0.5
9
0.5

5
90
5

River
Temperature

Increase 50%
No change
Decrease 50%

1
8
1

2
8
0

1.5
8
0.5

15
80
5

Submerged
Aquatic
Vegetation

Increase 50%
No change
Decrease 50%

1
8
1

0
5
5

0.5
6.5
3

5
65
30

Discharge
regime

Increase 50%
No change
Decrease 50%

0
10
0

0
10
0

0
10
0

1
98
1

Dissolved
Oxygen

Increase 50%
No change
Decrease 50%

1
8
1

0
10
0

0.5
9
0.5

5
90
5

PAHs

Increase 50%
No change
Decrease 50%

1
8
1

0
10
0

0.5
9
0.5

5
90
5

Organochlorine
pesticides

Increase 50%
No change
Decrease 50%

1
8
1

0
10
0

0.5
9
0.5

5
90
5

Bacteria inputs

Increase 50%
No change
Decrease 50%

0
10
0

2
8
0

1
9
0

9.5
89.5
1

Total
phosphorus

Increase 50%
No change
Decrease 50%

0
10
0

0
8
2

0
9
1

1
89.5
9.5
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Table ST-6. Summary explanation of input parameters specific to bank stabilization management
BNs for Belted Kingfisher. This includes parameters, definition, states, ranges, and sources.
Descriptions of input nodes not specific to the bank stabilization model are in ST-2.
Input parameter

Mercury

Mercury change

Mercury post Bank
Stabilization

PAHs

PAH change

PAH post Bank
Stabilization

Organochlorine
Pesticides

Parameter
definition

Probability of
mercury bird blood
concentration
(ppm)

Probability of
change in mercury
concentration with
bank stabilization
(%)
Probability of
mercury bird blood
concentration after
bank stabilization
was implemented
(ppm)

Probability of PAH
concentration
(ug/kg)

Probability of
change in PAH
concentration with
bank stabilization
(%)
Probability of PAH
concentration after
bank stabilization
was implemented
(ug/kg)

Probability of
Organochlorine
pesticide
concentration
(ug/kg)

Parameter
states

Range

Sources

Zero
Low
Med

0.00-0.40 ppm
0.41-1.00 ppm
1.01-2.00 ppm

Summers (2012)
(ranks)

High

2.01-10 ppm

Increase

5.1-25%

No change

5 - 5%

Decrease

5.1-25%

Zero

0.00-0.40 ppm

Low

0.41-1.00 ppm

Med

1.01-2.00 ppm

High

>2.01 ppm

Under NOAA’s
LEL for sediment

≤4,000 (ug/kg)

Over NOAA’s
LEL for sediment

4,000-8,000
(ug/kg)

Increase

5-50%

No change

5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%

Under NOAA’s
LEL for sediment

≤4,000 (ug/kg)

Over NOAA’s
LEL for sediment

>4,000 (ug/kg)

Lower than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

*pesticide
specific (ug/kg)

SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)
Anchor QEA and
URS (2013) (ranks,
probability)

Summers (2012)
(ranks)

Summers (2012)
(ranks)
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Expert elicitation

Buchman (2008)
(ranks)

Buchman (2008)
(ranks)

Higher than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

*pesticide
specific (ug/kg)

SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Increase

5-50%

Expert elicitation
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No change

5-5 %

Organochlorine
Pesticides change

Probability of
change in PAH
concentration with
bank stabilization
(%)

Decrease

5-50%

Organochlorine
Pesticides post
Bank Stabilization

Probability of
Organochlorine
Pesticides
concentration after
bank stabilization
was implemented
(ug/kg)

Lower than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

*pesticide
specific (ug/kg)

Higher than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

*pesticide
specific (ug/kg)

Submerged
Aquatic Vegetation
(SAV)

Probability of
percent SAV cover
(%)

Zero
Low
Med
High

0-20%
20-40%
40-70%
70-100%

Submerged
Aquatic Vegetation
(SAV) change

Probability of
change in SAV
with bank
stabilization (%)

Increase

5-50%

No change

5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%

Submerged
Aquatic Vegetation
(SAV) post Bank
Stabilization

Probability of SAV
cover after bank
stabilization was
implemented (%)

Zero
Low
Med
High

0-20%
20-40%
40-70%
70-100%

Summers (2012)
(ranks)

Turbidity

Probability of
secchi depth (cm)

Zero
Low
Med
High

60-70 cm
30-60 cm
15-30 cm
0-15 cm

Summers (2012)
(ranks, probability)

Increase

5-50%

Turbidity change

Probability of
change in turbidity
with bank
stabilization (%)

No change

5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%

Zero
Low

>60 cm
30-60 cm

Med

15-30 cm

High

<15 cm

Turbidity change

Probability of
secchi depth after
bank stabilization
was implemented
(cm)
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Buchman (2008)
(ranks)

Summers (2012)
(ranks, probability)

Expert elicitation

Expert elicitation

Summers (2012)
(ranks)

Table ST-7. Summary explanation of input parameters in bank stabilization management BNs for
Carolina Wren. This includes parameters, definition, states, ranges, and sources for input nodes.
Input parameter

Mercury

Mercury change

Mercury post Bank
Stabilization

PAHs

PAH change

PAH post Bank
Stabilization

Organochlorine
Pesticides

Organochlorine
Pesticides change

Parameter
definition

Probability of
mercury bird blood
concentration
(ppm)

Probability of
change in mercury
concentration with
bank stabilization
(%)
Probability of
mercury bird blood
concentration after
bank stabilization
was implemented
(ppm)

Probability of PAH
concentration
(ug/kg)

Probability of
change in PAH
concentration with
bank stabilization
(%)
Probability of PAH
concentration after
bank stabilization
was implemented
(ug/kg)

Probability of
Organochlorine
pesticide
concentration
(ug/kg)

Probability of
change in PAH
concentration with

Parameter states

Range

Zero

0.00-1.2 ppm

Low

1.2-2.1 ppm

Med

2.1-2.9 ppm

High

2.9-10 ppm

Increase

5.1-25%

No change

5 - 5%

Decrease

5.1-25%

Zero

0.00-1.2 ppm

Low

1.2-2.1 ppm

Med

2.1-2.9 ppm

High

>2.9 ppm

Under NOAA’s
LEL for sediment

≤4,000 (ug/kg)

Over NOAA’s LEL
for sediment

4,000-8,000
(ug/kg)

Increase

5-50%

No change

5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%

Under NOAA’s
LEL for sediment

≤4,000 (ug/kg)

Over NOAA’s LEL
for sediment

>4,000 (ug/kg)

Lower than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

*pesticide specific
(ug/kg)

Higher than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

*pesticide specific
(ug/kg)

Increase

5-50%

No change

5-5 %
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Sources
Summers (2012),
Cristol et al. 2008
(ranks)
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)
Anchor QEA and
URS (2013) (ranks,
probability)

Summers (2012),
Cristol et al. 2008
(ranks)
Summers (2012)
(ranks)
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Expert elicitation

Buchman (2008)
(ranks)

Buchman (2008)
(ranks)
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)
Expert elicitation

bank stabilization
(%)

Organochlorine
Pesticides post
Bank Stabilization

Probability of
Organochlorine
Pesticides
concentration after
bank stabilization
was implemented
(ug/kg)

Decrease

5-50%

Lower than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

*pesticide specific
(ug/kg)

Higher than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

*pesticide specific
(ug/kg)

Zero

Low
Potential Habitat

Probability of each
land use type (%)
Medium

Abundance

Probability of
relative abundance

Winter Air
Temperature

Probability of winter
air temperature
during DecemberFebruary (degrees
Celsius)

Nest predation

Nests predated (%)

Deciduous Forest,
Evergreen Forest,
Mixed Forest,
Pasture/Hay,
Cultivated Crops
Open Water,
Developed Open
Space, Developed
Low Intensity
Developed
Medium Intensity

High

, Developed High
Intensity, Barren
Land, Woody
Wetlands,
Emergent
Herbaceous
Wetlands

Zero
Low
Med
High

Site specific
abundance

Zero
Low
Med
High
Not effected
Effected
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Buchman (2008)
(ranks)

>2.7 degrees C
-12 – 2.7 degrees
C
-20.83 - -12
degrees C
-27 - -20.83
degrees C
Site specific nest
predation data

Summers (2012)
(ranks, probability)

Summers (2012)
(ranks, probability)

Summers (2012)
(ranks)
NOAA (probability)

Summers (2012)
(ranks, probability)

Table ST-8. Summary explanation of input parameters specific to bank stabilization management
BNs for smallmouth bass. This includes parameters, definition, states, ranges, and sources.
Descriptions of input nodes not specific to the bank stabilization model are in ST-3.
Input parameter

Mercury

Mercury increase

Mercury remaining
(decrease)

Mercury post Bank
Stabilization

PAHs

PAH change

PAH post Bank
Stabilization

Parameter
definition

Parameter
states

Range

Sources

Zero

<0.2 mg/kg

Summers (2012)
(ranks)

Low

0.21-1.1 mg/kg

Med

1.2-2.8 mg/kg

High

>2.9 mg/kg

Probability of
increase in
mercury
concentration with
bank stabilization
(%)

Zero
Low
Med

0-162.5%
162.6-325%
325.1-487.5%

High

487.6-650%

Probability of
decrease in
mercury
concentration with
bank stabilization
(%)

Zero

0-10%
(remaining)

Low

11-40%

Med

41-70%

High

71-100%

Probability of
mercury fish fillet
concentration after
bank stabilization
was implemented
(mg/kg)

Zero

<0.3 mg/kg

Low

0.3-1.0 mg/kg

Med

1.1-3.0 mg/kg

High

>3.0 mg/kg

Probability of fish
fillet
methylmercury
concentration
(mg/kg)

Probability of PAH
concentration
(ug/kg)

Probability of
change in PAH
concentration with
bank stabilization
(%)
Probability of PAH
concentration after
bank stabilization
was implemented
(ug/kg)

Under NOAA’s
LEL for sediment

≤4,000 (ug/kg)

Over NOAA’s
LEL for sediment

4,000-8,000
(ug/kg)

Increase

5-50%

No change

5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%

Under NOAA’s
LEL for sediment

≤4,000 (ug/kg)

Over NOAA’s
LEL for sediment

>4,000 (ug/kg)
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SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Anchor QEA and
URS (2013) (ranks,
probability)

Anchor QEA and
URS (2013) (ranks,
probability)

Summers (2012)
(ranks)

Buchman (2008)
(ranks)
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Expert elicitation

Buchman (2008)
(ranks)

Organochlorine
Pesticides

Organochlorine
Pesticides change

Organochlorine
Pesticides post
Bank Stabilization

River Temperature

Probability of
Organochlorine
pesticide
concentration
(ug/kg)

Probability of
change in PAH
concentration with
bank stabilization
(%)
Probability of
Organochlorine
Pesticides
concentration after
bank stabilization
was implemented
(ug/kg)

Probability of river
temperature
(degrees Celsius)

Lower than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

*pesticide specific
(ug/kg)

Higher than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

*pesticide specific
(ug/kg)

Increase

5-50%

No change

5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%

Lower than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

*pesticide specific
(ug/kg)

Higher than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

*pesticide specific
(ug/kg)

Zero

20-26 degrees C

Low
Med
High

River Temperature
change

River Temperature
post Bank
Stabilization

Probability of
change in river
temperature with
bank stabilization
(%)

Probability of river
temperature bank
stabilization was
implemented
(degrees Celsius)

Increase

5-50%

No change

5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%

Zero

20-26 degrees C

Low
Med
High

Total Suspended
Solids

Total Suspended
Solids change

Probability of
suspended solids
(mg/L)

Probability of
change in total
suspended solids
with bank
stabilization (%)

17-19.9 or 26.129 degrees C
15-16.9 or 29.131.9degrees C
≤14.9 or ≥32
degrees C

17-19.9 or 26.129 degrees C
15-16.9 or 29.131.9degrees C
≤14.9 or ≥32
degrees C

Zero

0-25 mg/L

Low

25-80 mg/L

Med

80-200 mg/L

High

200-650 mg/L

Increase

5-50%

No change

5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%

Zero

0-25 mg/L
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Buchman (2008)
(ranks)
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Expert elicitation

Buchman (2008)
(ranks)

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Expert elicitation

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

Summers (2012)
(ranks)
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Expert elicitation

Suspended solids
post Bank
Stabilization

Probability of total
suspended solids
bank stabilization
was implemented
(mg/L)

Low

25-80 mg/L

Med

80-200 mg/L

High

>200 mg/L

Summers (2012)
(ranks)

Table ST-9. Summary explanation of input parameters in the bank stabilization management BNs
for white sucker. This includes parameters, definition, states, ranges, and sources for input
nodes.
Input parameter

Mercury

Mercury increase

Mercury remaining
(decrease)

Mercury post Bank
Stabilization

PAHs

PAH change

Parameter
definition

Parameter
states

Range

Sources

Zero

<0.2 mg/kg

Low

0.21-1.1 mg/kg

Summers (2012)
(ranks)

Med

1.2-2.8 mg/kg

High

>2.9 mg/kg

Probability of
increase in
mercury
concentration with
bank stabilization
(%)

Zero
Low
Med

0-162.5%
162.6-325%
325.1-487.5%

High

487.6-650%

Probability of
decrease in
mercury
concentration with
bank stabilization
(%)

Zero

Probability of
mercury fish fillet
concentration after
bank stabilization
was implemented
(mg/kg)

Probability of fish
fillet methylmercury
concentration
(mg/kg)

Probability of PAH
concentration
(ug/kg)

Probability of
change in PAH
concentration with
bank stabilization
(%)

Low

0-10%
(remaining)
11-40%

Med

41-70%

High

71-100%

Zero

<0.3 mg/kg

Low

0.3-1.0 mg/kg

Med

1.1-3.0 mg/kg

High

>3.0 mg/kg

Under NOAA’s
LEL for sediment

≤4,000 (ug/kg)

Over NOAA’s
LEL for sediment

4,000-8,000
(ug/kg)

Increase

5-50%

No change

5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%
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SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Anchor QEA and
URS (2013) (ranks,
probability)

Anchor QEA and
URS (2013) (ranks,
probability)

Summers (2012)
(ranks)

Summers (2012)
(ranks)
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Expert elicitation

PAH post Bank
Stabilization

Probability of PAH
concentration after
bank stabilization
was implemented
(ug/kg)

Organochlorine
Pesticides

Probability of
Organochlorine
pesticide
concentration
(ug/kg)

Organochlorine
Pesticides change

Probability of
change in PAH
concentration with
bank stabilization
(%)

Organochlorine
Pesticides post
Bank Stabilization

River Temperature

Probability of
Organochlorine
Pesticides
concentration after
bank stabilization
was implemented
(ug/kg)

Probability of river
temperature
(degrees Celsius)

Under NOAA’s
LEL for sediment

≤4,000 (ug/kg)

Over NOAA’s
LEL for sediment

>4,000 (ug/kg)

Lower than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

*pesticide specific
(ug/kg)

Higher than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

*pesticide specific
(ug/kg)

Increase

5-50%

No change

5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%

Lower than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

*pesticide specific
(ug/kg)

Higher than
NOAA’s Chronic
Level for water

*pesticide specific
(ug/kg)

Zero

14-19 degrees C

Low
Med
High

River Temperature
change

River Temperature
post Bank
Stabilization

Probability of
change in river
temperature with
bank stabilization
(%)

Probability of river
temperature bank
stabilization is
implemented
(degrees Celsius)

Increase

5-50%

No change

5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%

Zero

14-19 degrees C

Low
Med
High

Stream Cover

Probability of
percent submerged
aquatic vegetation
cover (%)

11-14 or 19-22
degrees C
9-11 or 22-29
degrees C
0-9 or 29-32
degrees C

11-14 or 19-22
degrees C
9-11 or 22-29
degrees C
<9 or >29
degrees C

Zero

25-85%

Low

15-25% or 85100%

Med

5-15%

High

<5%

Increase

5-50%
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Buchman (2008)
(ranks)

Buchman (2008)
(ranks)
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Expert elicitation

Buchman (2008)
(ranks)

Summers (2012)
(ranks)
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Expert elicitation

Summers (2012)
(ranks)

Summers (2012)
(ranks)
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)
Expert elicitation

Stream Cover
change

Probability of
change in
submerged aquatic
vegetation with
bank stabilization
(%)

Stream Cover post
Bank Stabilization

Probability of
submerged aquatic
vegetation cover
after bank
stabilization was
implemented (%)

No change

5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%

Zero

25-85%

Low

15-25% or 85100%

Med

5-15%

High

<5%

Summers (2012)
(ranks)

Table ST-10. Summary explanation of input parameters specific to bank stabilization
management BNs for water quality endpoints (WQ-Standards, WQ-Fishing, WQ-Swimming, and
WQ-Boating). This includes parameters, definition, states, ranges, and sources. Descriptions of
input nodes not specific to the bank stabilization model are in ST-4.
Input parameter

Total Phosphorus

Total Phosphorus
change

Total Phosphorus
post Bank
Stabilization

Bacteria indicators

Bacteria indicators
change

Parameter
definition

Probability of total
phosphorus (mg/L)

Probability of
change in total
phosphorus with
bank stabilization
(%)
Probability of total
phosphorus after
bank stabilization
was implemented
(mg/L)

Probability of fecal
bacteria
(CFU/100mL)

Probability of
change in bacteria
indicators with
bank stabilization
(%)
Probability of
bacteria indicators

Parameter
states

Range

Sources

Zero

0-0.09 mg/L

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

Low

0.1-0.3 mg/L
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Med

0.31-0.5 mg/L

High

>0.51-5.0 mg/L

Increase

5-50%

No change

5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%

Zero
Low
Med

0-0.09 mg/L
0.1-0.3 mg/L
0.31-0.5 mg/L

High

>0.51 mg/L

Zero

0-200 CFU/100
mL

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

Moderate

200-1000
CFU/100 mL

High

1000-2000
CFU/100 mL

SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Increase
No change

5-50%
5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%

Zero

0-200 CFU/100
mL
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Expert elicitation

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

Expert elicitation

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

Bacteria indicators
post Bank
Stabilization

Summer Dissolved
O2

Summer Dissolved
O2 change

Summer Dissolved
O2 post Bank
Stabilization

Winter Dissolved
O2

Winter Dissolved
O2 change

Winter Dissolved
O2 post Bank
Stabilization

Methylmercury
Fish Body Burden

Methylmercury
Fish Body Burden
increase

after bank
stabilization was
implemented
(mg/L)

Probability of
dissolved oxygen
levels AprilSeptember (mg/L)

Probability of
change in summer
dissolved oxygen
with bank
stabilization (%)
Probability of
summer dissolved
oxygen levels after
bank stabilization
was implemented
(mg/L)

Probability of
dissolved oxygen
levels OctoberMarch (mg/L)

Probability of
change in winter
dissolved oxygen
with bank
stabilization (%)
Probability of
winter dissolved
oxygen levels after
bank stabilization
was implemented
(mg/L)

Probability of fish
fillet
methylmercury
concentration
(mg/kg)

Probability of
increase in
methylmercury fish
fillet concentration
with bank
stabilization (%)

Moderate
High

200-1000
CFU/100 mL
>1000 CFU/100
mL
Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

Zero

9-15 mg/L

Moderate

5-9 mg/L

High

0-5 mg/L

Increase

5-50%

No change

5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%

Zero

>9 mg/L

Moderate

5-9 mg/L

High

<5 mg/L

Zero

9-22 mg/L

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

Moderate

5-9 mg/L

High

0-5 mg/L

SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Increase

5-50%

No change

5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%

Zero

>9 mg/L

Moderate

5-9 mg/L

High

<5 mg/L

Zero

<0.2 mg/kg

Low

0.21-1.1 mg/kg

Med

1.2-2.8 mg/kg

High

>2.9 mg/kg

Zero

0-162.5%

Low

162.6-325%

Med

325.1-487.5%

High

487.6-650%
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SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Expert elicitation

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

Expert elicitation

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)
SRST (SRST/URS,
personal
communication, 3
January 2014)
(probability)

Anchor QEA and
URS (2013) (ranks,
probability)

Methylmercury
Fish Body Burden
increase remaining
(decrease)

Methylmercury
Fish Body Burden
post Bank
Stabilization

Deviation from LT
summer temp

Zero

Med

41-70%

High

71-100%

Probability of
methylmercury fish
fillet concentration
after bank
stabilization was
implemented
(mg/kg)

Zero

<0.3 mg/kg

Low

0.3-1.0 mg/kg

Med

1.1-3.0 mg/kg

High

>3.0 mg/kg

No change

0-2 degrees C
deviation

Moderate

2-4 degrees C
deviation

High

4-6 degrees C
deviation

Increase

5-50%

No change

5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%

Probability of
deviation from 30year seasonal
average for river
temperature from
April-September
(degrees Celsius)

Deviation from LT
summer temp due
to Bank
Stabilization

Probability of
summer
temperature
deviation with bank
stabilization (%)

Deviation from LT
summer temp post
Bank Stabilization

Probability of
deviation from
summer temp after
bank stabilization
was implemented
(degrees Celsius)

Deviation from LT
winter temp

Probability of
deviation from 30year seasonal
average for river
temperature from
October-March
(degrees Celsius)

Deviation from LT
winter temp due to
Bank Stabilization

Probability of
winter temperature
deviation with bank
stabilization (%)

Deviation from LT
winter temp post
Bank Stabilization

Probability of
deviation from
winter temp after
bank stabilization
was implemented
(degrees Celsius)

Deviation from LT
summer discharge

0-10%
(remaining)
11-40%

Probability of
decrease in
methylmercury fish
fillet concentration
with bank
stabilization (%)

Probability of
deviation from 30year seasonal
average for
discharge from
April-September
(%)

Low

No change
Moderate
High

0-2 degrees C
deviation
2-4 degrees C
deviation
>4 degrees C
deviation

No change

0-2 degrees C
deviation

Moderate

2-4 degrees C
deviation

High

4-6 degrees C
deviation

Increase

5-50%

No change

5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%

No change
Moderate
High
No change
Increase
Decrease
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Anchor QEA and
URS (2013) (ranks,
probability)

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)
NOAA (probability)

Expert elicitation

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)
NOAA (probability)

Expert elicitation

0-2 degrees C
deviation
2-4 degrees C
deviation
>4 degrees C
deviation

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

76-125%
deviation
126-175%
deviation

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

25-75% deviation

USGS (a,b,c,d)
(probability)

Deviation from LT
summer discharge
due to Bank
Stabilization

Probability of
summer discharge
deviation with bank
stabilization (%)

Deviation from LT
summer discharge
post Bank
Stabilization

Probability of
deviation from
summer discharge
after bank
stabilization was
implemented (%)

Deviation from LT
winter discharge

Probability of
deviation from 30year seasonal
average for
discharge from
October-March (%)

Deviation from LT
winter discharge
due to Bank
Stabilization

Probability of
winter discharge
deviation with bank
stabilization (%)

Deviation from LT
winter discharge
post Bank
Stabilization

Probability of
deviation from
winter discharge
after bank
stabilization was
implemented (%)

Increase

5-50%

No change

5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%

No change
Increase
Decrease
No change
Increase

76-125%
deviation
126-175%
deviation

76-125%
deviation
126-175%
deviation
25-75% deviation

Increase

5-50%

No change

5-5 %

Decrease

5-50%

Increase
Decrease
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Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

25-75% deviation

Decrease

No change

Expert elicitation

76-125%
deviation
126-175%
deviation
25-75% deviation

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)
USGS (a,b,c,d)
(probability)

Expert elicitation

Ayre et al. Report
2013-1 (ranks)

Table ST-11. Top three risk contributors by percent influence for the baseline risk BNs as
calculated in Netica. Only the top two risk contributors are presented in cases where the third
highest parameter contributed less than 0.01%.
Endpoint
Belted Kingfisher
Region 2

Region 3

Region 4

Region 5

Region 6

Input Parameter

Percent Influence

Mercury
Fish Length
Potential Habitat
Mercury
Fish Length
Potential Habitat
Mercury
Fish Length
Territory
Mercury
Fish Length
Territory
Fish Length
Territory
Mercury

15.6
9.4
5.8
19.1
12.6
5.4
23.1
10.3
3.3
27.2
10.5
3.0
13.6
5.8
4.1

Nest Predation
Potential Habitat
Winter Air Temperature
Mercury
Nest Predation
Winter Air Temperature
Mercury
Nest Predation
Winter Air Temperature
Mercury
Nest Predation
Potential Habitat
Mercury
Nest Predation
Winter Air Temperature

9.3
7.9
2.0
13.6
8.0
1.8
11.8
4.2
1.4
13.4
4.5
1.4
10.7
5.7
1.5

River Temp
Mercury
River Temp
Mercury
River Temp
Mercury

3.2
2.2
1.8
0.8
3.7
1.9

Carolina Wren
Region 2

Region 3

Region 4

Region 5

Region 6
Smallmouth Bass
Region 2
Region 3
Region 4
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Region 5
Region 6

River Temp
Mercury
River Temp
Mercury

6.4
5.9
5.4
1.8

River Temp
Stream Cover
Mercury
River Temp
Stream Cover
Mercury
River Temp
Stream Cover
Mercury
River Temp
Stream Cover
Mercury
River Temp
Stream Cover
Mercury

8.9
1.0
0.1
6.3
4.5
0.02
11.5
1.8
0.8
6.1
1.8
0.5
4.9
2.2
0.4

Summer Dissolved O2
Deviation from Winter Temperature
Bacteria Indicators
Summer Dissolved O2
Bacteria Indicators
Deviation from Winter Temperature
Summer Dissolved O2
Deviation from Winter Discharge
Deviation from Summer Discharge
Summer Dissolved O2
Bacteria Indicators
Deviation from Winter Temperature
Summer Dissolved O2
Deviation from Winter Discharge
Bacteria Indicators

14.4
1.5
1.2
13.1
4.8
1.6
22.3
1.8
1.7
15.7
2.2
1.2
13.0
2.2
1.9

Summer Dissolved O2
Deviation from Winter Temperature
Deviation from Summer Temperature
MeHg Body Burden Fish
Summer Dissolved O2
Deviation from Winter Temperature

10.8
2.6
2.1
17.8
16.1
3.5

MeHg Body Burden Fish

23.0

Summer Dissolved O2

11.8

White Sucker
Region 2

Region 3

Region 4

Region 5

Region 6
WQ-Standards
Region 2

Region 3

Region 4

Region 5

Region 6
WQ-Fishing
Region 2

Region 3

Region 4

Region 5
Region 6

Deviation from Winter Temperature;
Deviation from Summer Temperature (tie)
MeHg Body Burden Fish
Summer Dissolved O2
Deviation from Winter Temperature
Summer Dissolved O2
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3.1
15.5
12.2
1.9
26.9

Deviation from Winter Temperature;
Deviation from Summer Temperature (tie)
MeHg Body Burden Fish

1.7
0.9

WQ-Swimming
Region 2

Region 3

Region 4

Region 5

Region 6

Deviation from Winter Temperature
Deviation from Summer Temperature
Bacteria Indicators
Bacteria Indicators
Deviation from Winter Temperature
Deviation from Summer Temperature
Deviation from Winter Temperature
Deviation from Summer Temperature
Deviation from Summer Discharge
Deviation from Winter Temperature
Deviation from Summer Temperature
Bacteria Indicators
Deviation from Winter Temperature
Deviation from Summer Temperature
Bacteria Indicators

5.2
4.1
3.0
6.7
4.7
3.4
5.1
5.1
4.6
4.4
4.1
3.8
4.4
4.4
2.4

Deviation from Winter Temperature
Deviation from Summer Temperature
Bacteria Indicators
Deviation from Winter Temperature
Bacteria Indicators
Deviation from Summer Temperature
Deviation from Winter Temperature
Deviation from Summer Temperature
Deviation from Winter Discharge
Deviation from Winter Temperature
Deviation from Summer Temperature
Bacteria Indicators
Deviation from Winter Temperature
Deviation from Summer Temperature
Bacteria Indicators

6.7
4.8
2.7
6.4
6.2
4.5
5.9
5.9
3.0
5.0
4.3
3.8
4.6
4.6
2.4

WQ-Boating
Region 2

Region 3

Region 4

Region 5

Region 6
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